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This tri-ply set consists of the basics every kitchen 
needs with a tasteful copper mirror-polished finish. 
Long riveted stainless steel cast handles for e�ortless 
handling as you work and tempered vented glass lids 
allow visual monitoring of your food as it cooks. Elegant 
and modern, this is a high quality cookware set for the 
professional chef at home.

8 PIECE
TRI-PLY COPPER COOKWARE SET

SET INCLUDES
1.5 Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 3.25 Qt Covered Sauce Pan
5.5 Qt Covered Dutch Oven / 9.5” Covered Fry Pan

546
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C O O K W A R E  S E T S

This 7 piece professional quality tri-ply 18/10 stainless 
steel cookware set provides superior heat distribution. 
Features stay cool cast knobs and handles with glass 
lids to allow you to monitor your cooking. Induction 
stovetop ready.

7 PIECE
TRI-PLY COOKWARE SET

SET INCLUDES
1 Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 2 Qt Covered Sauce Pan
5.5 Qt Covered Dutch Oven / 10” Covered Fry Pan*

506

This 7 piece 18/10 stainless steel cookware set includes 
an encapsulated base for even heat distribution. Stay 
cool hollow handles and knobs allow easier handling. 
Features two tone polished exterior and satin finished 
interior. Induction stovetop ready.

7 PIECE
STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE SET
W/ ENCAPSULATED BASE

SET INCLUDES
1 Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 2 Qt Covered Sauce Pan
5 Qt Covered Dutch Oven / 9.5” Covered Fry Pan*

503
* Dutch oven lid fits frypan

* Dutch oven lid fits frypan



This 7 piece stainless steel cookware set features an 
encapsulated base for even heat distribution. The stay 
cool, hollow handles and knobs prevent burns during 
cooking. The cookware has a beautiful mirror polished 
exterior and interior. Induction stovetop ready.

10 PIECE
STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE SET

W/ ENCAPSULATED BASE

SET INCLUDES
1Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 2Qt Covered Sauce Pan

5 Qt Covered Dutch Oven / 9.5” Covered Fry Pan*
11.5” Ladle / 11.5” Solid Spoon / 12” Slotted Spatula

501

All the cooking basics in stainless steel with a dash 
color. Every pan and pot is built with an encapsulated 
base for maximum heat distribution and minimal hot 
spots during use. All the handles, including the lids, have 
comfortable heat-resistant red silicone grips. Safely and 
accurately monitor your food through vented glass lids.

7 PIECE
STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE SET

W/ ENCAPSULATED BASE
SET INCLUDES

1 Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 2 Qt Covered Sauce Pan
5 Qt Covered Dutch Oven / 9.5” Covered Fry Pan*

597

This 18 piece stainless steel cookware set features an 
encapsulated base for faster and even heat distribution. 
The cookware is constructed with an attractive belly 
shape design, and includes non-stick interior coating 
for easy cleaning. The set also has stay cool handles and 
knobs, while the lids are made of tempered glass with 
vented holes for easy viewing during cooking. 
Induction stovetop ready.

18 PIECE
BELLY-SHAPED COOKWARE SET W/

ENCAPSULATED BASE & NON-STICK COATING

534

* Dutch oven lid fits frypan

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

* Dutch oven lid fits frypan

SET INCLUDES
1 Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 2 Qt Covered Sauce Pan

3 Qt Covered Sauce Pan / 5.5 Qt Covered Dutch Oven
8" Frypan / 10" Frypan / 12.5” x 9.5" Stainless Roasting Pan w/ Rack

6 - Nylon Kitchen Tools w/ Stainless Steel Handles

03
COOKWARE SETS



Cook Pro presents the ExcelSteel Made in Italy collection, 
products designed and crafted in Italy. This Modena 24-pc 
Cutlery Set is constructed out of fine quality, durable, 
mirror-polished stainless steel, that is not only beautiful 
but also long lasting. This elegantly designed cutlery set is 
perfect for any event, formal or casual-whether it is a 
family dinner to hosting a special gathering. This set is as 
versatile as it is classy and practical.

24 PIECE
CUTLERY SET IN WINDOW BOX

SET INCLUDES
6 Dinner Forks / 6 Dinner Knives
6 Dinner Spoons / 6 Dessert Spoons

499
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M A D E  I N  I T A L Y

Cook Pro presents the ExcelSteel Made in Italy collection, 
products designed and crafted in Italy. This stainless steel 
stockpot is featured in a sleek, contemporary design that 
includes a knob and handles to ensure durability. 
Features a sandwich base that guarantees faster and 
more even heat distribution for more e�cient cooking. 
Dishwasher safe and induction ready.

7.5 QT STOCKPOT
18/10 STAINLESS STEEL
W/ SANDWICH BASE

452

Professional 4.5QT aluminum chicken fryer coming to 
you from Italy. It is constructed in 3 layers of high 
quality trademarked ILAG non-stick coating with a 
guage of 2.5mm. Features a PYREX glass lid for the 
durability and quality needed for cooking your next 
dish. High heat resistant paint exterior and 
ergonomically designed Bakelite handle with flame 
guard and a side assist handle to prevent any 
discomfort while using and promote safe handling.

4.5 QT CHICKEN FRYER
ALUMINUM W/ PYREX® GLASS LID

410



This cast iron grill pan takes cooking to the next level 
with superior heat distribution, an assist handle for easy 
handling, and two pouring spouts. The ribbed design 
allows for an authentic BBQ experience without the 
hassle of cooking on a outdoor grill. Enjoy grilling 
savory steaks, flavorful chicken, and juicy fish all with a 
perfect cast iron sear. Constructed in heavy duty 
durable cast iron for long lasting use.

10" SQUARE GRILL PAN
PRE-SEASONED CAST IRON

440

Made of high quality cast iron with a beautiful enamel 
finish, this cookware looks great in the kitchen or on the 
dining room table. Whether it's a slow-simmered 
flavorful stew, a lovely lasagna, or a comforting cheesy 
potato casserole this heavy duty pan can fulfill all of 
your cozy home cooking needs. The cast iron design 
delivers superior heat distribution, and the interior 
enamel coating provides a hassle-free non-stick layer. 
Can be used on the stove, in the oven, or for storing 
leftovers in the fridge.

6 QT OVAL CASSEROLE PAN
W/ RED ENAMEL COATING

441

Constructed from durable cast iron, this 12" chicken 
fryer is the perfect kitchen companion for making the 
best fried chicken. Cast iron provides optimal heat 
retention, is ideal for high-temperature cooking, and 
provides the benefit of adding iron to food. Fry savory 
butter chicken, lemon chicken, stu�ed chicken breasts 
and more! This versatile pan can also be used for hearty 
stews and oven-baked dishes. Re-season regularly and 
avoid washing with soap for long-lasting quality.

12" CHICKEN FRYER
 PRESEASONED CAST IRON

442
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MADE IN ITALY & CAST IRON

C A S T  I R O N
EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.



Made of high quality cast iron with a beautiful enamel 
finish, this cookware looks great in the kitchen or on the 
dining room table. Whether it's a slow-simmered 
flavorful stew, a lovely lasagna, or a comforting cheesy 
potato casserole, this heavy duty pan can fulfill all of your 
home cooking needs. The cast iron design delivers 
superior heat distribution and the enamel interior 
provides a hassle-free non-stick coating. Can be used on 
the stove, in the oven, or for storing leftovers in the 
fridge.

2.8 QT CASSEROLE PAN
W/ RED ENAMEL COATING

443
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Go beyond the everyday and elevate your cooking 
experience with this beautiful enamel-coated 3 piece cast 
iron skillet set. With this set you can cook, sear, fry, or sauté 
a delicious meal on non-stick enamel with enhanced heat 
distribution! Experience a hearty breakfast skillet or a 
mouth-watering steak. Each cast iron skillet can be used in 
the stove or in the oven for a wider variety of meals. This 
set has been wonderfully constructed out of heavy duty 
and durable cast iron to ensure a long-lasting product that 
is reliable for everyday use. 

3 PC CAST IRON SKILLET SET
W/ RED ENAMEL COATING

447

Constructed to last, this cast iron combo cooker is perfect 
for a variety of everyday kitchen uses. Fry, grill, bake, and 
sauté all of your favorite meals such as juicy seared steak, 
honey glazed salmon, and spicy chicken fajitas. Cast iron 
provides optimal heat retention, is ideal for 
high-temperature cooking, and gives the added benefit of 
enriching food with iron. This generous 3.5 Qt cast iron 
cooker comes with a versatile lid that doubles as a 10" fry 
pan for even more versatility in the kitchen. With proper 
care this cooker will be a staple in your kitchen routine for 
many years to come.

3.5 QT COMBO COOKER
PRESEASONED CAST IRON
W/ 10" FRYPAN THAT DOUBLES AS A LID

445

C A S T  I R O N

SET INCLUDES: 6.5” /  8“ /  10“



Bring home this excellent cast iron camp dutch oven to 
help boil, bake, stew, fry, and roast your meals to 
perfection. Experience the benefits of cast iron cooking 
and enjoy a sturdy, durable, and long-lasting dutch 
oven. Make this the perfect companion for camping 
and cooking memorable campfire meals. Designed 
with a well-fitted lid to lock in flavor. Features a handle 
to conveniently carry or hang over a fire. Season and 
re-oil regularly to lock in flavor and prevent rust.

CAMP DUTCH OVEN
PRESEASONED CAST IRON W/ HANDLE

517 & 446

Boil, bake, stew, fry, and roast your favorite meals to perfection 

with this cast iron dutch oven. Built with a sturdy and durable 

cast iron construction to make it the perfect campfire cooking 

companion. Features a handle to hang over a fire and a leg 

base for added stability when cooking, and designed with a 

well-fitted lid to lock in flavor. Create your perfect cooking 

experience with this reliable and versatile Dutch oven. Season 

and re-oil regularly to lock in flavor and prevent rust.

CAMP DUTCH OVEN
PRESEASONED CAST IRON

W/ HANDLE & LEG BASE

518 & 438

Bake a unique and one-of-a-kind cornbread with this 
12” cast iron cornbread baking tray! Sturdy and well 
built to outlast and outperform your old baking trays! 
Useable not only in an oven, but also on a stovetop, 
open fire, or grill. Set your kitchen apart with its unique 
design to entertain guests. Get creative with what you 
can make! Maintain its quality by seasoning after each 
use.

CORN BREAD BAKING TRAY
 12" CAST IRON

515
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CAST IRON

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

517 - 6QT  /  446 - 8.25QT

518 - 6QT  /  438 - 8.25QT



Go beyond the everyday and elevate your cooking experience 

with this excellent 3 piece cast iron skillet set. With this set, you’ll 

be able to cook, sear, fry, or sauté a delicious meal and enjoy the 

added benefits of cooking with cast iron! You’ll be able to 

experience a hearty breakfast skillet or a mouthwatering steak. 

Each cast iron skillet can be used in the stove or in the oven and 

is also pre-seasoned and chemical free. This set has been 

wonderfully constructed out of heavy duty and durable cast iron 

to ensure a long-lasting product that is reliable for everyday use. 

For proper care, season after each use and avoid washing with 

soap when possible.

3 PC CAST IRON SKILLET SET
HEAVY DUTY PROFESSIONAL

547
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Our lightweight cast iron cookware o�ers excellent 
heat distribution and responsive temperature control 
without the weight and discomfort of traditional cast 
iron cookware. Perfect for cooking any kind of Asian 
inspired dish. Includes a riveted stainless steel heat 
resistant handle. Pre-seasoned cooking surface with 
silicone coated exterior for rust prevention and oven 
safe use. Induction ready.

13” WOK
CAST IRON ASIAN

519

This ExcelSteel 13" cast iron wok is built to last longer 
than traditional stainless steel, you can enjoy all the 
benefits of cast iron cooking! Make stir fry, sauté, stew, 
smoke, steam, and roast di�erent foods to serve up a 
delicious meal. Ensure that your cast iron wok goes the 
distance and is properly seasoned and re-oiled often to 
prevent rusting.

13” WOK
HEAVY DUTY
PRE-SEASONED CAST IRON

516

C A S T  I R O N

OPEN STOCK:
543 - 6.5” / 544 - 8“ / 545 - 10”

SET INCLUDES: 6.5” /  8“ /  10“
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CAST IRON & SPECIALTY

FRY PANS & SPECIALTY COOKWARE

Constructed in heavy 3.0mm aluminum and non-stick coating to ensure beautiful cooking results and easy cleaning. Features a sturdy 
stay cool Bakelite handle and flame guard. The specially designed stainless steel base allows you to cook on induction stovetops.

FRYPANS
PROFESSIONAL

ALUMINUM
W/ NON-STICK

COATING

536
538

THROUGH

538

537

536

536 - 10”
537 -  12”
538 -  8”

All-in-One 18/10 stainless steel egg poachers with non-stick coated egg cups, is perfect for preparing that Sunday brunch. Invite your 
friends and family over for perfectly poached eggs. Features a stay cool riveted handle and a stay cool knob, as well as a vented glass 
lid for easy monitoring. Built with an encapsulated base for even heat distribution. Included is a FREE silicone spatula to get started the 
day it arrives.

521
522

AND

EGG POACHER
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ SILICONE SPATULA

521
4 CUP

w/ 7.5” Lidded Frypan

522
6 CUP

w/ 9” Lidded Frypan

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

521

522



Take the strain out of poaching the perfect egg for 
breakfast with Excelsteel’s bestseller, 2 cup stainless 
steel egg poacher. With its vented lid and non-stick egg 
cups, this egg poacher is easy to clean and easy to use 
every time. Impress your friends and family with a 
wonderfully cooked weekend brunch. Also doubles as a 
functional pan for regular cooking. Guaranteed to be 
durable and dishwasher friendly. Induction ready.

2 CUP EGG POACHER
ALL-IN-ONE
6.75" STAINLESS STEEL LIDDED FRYPAN

530
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This 18/10 stainless steel egg poacher with non-stick 
coated egg cups, is perfect for preparing that Sunday 
brunch. Invite your friends and family over for perfectly 
poached eggs. Features a riveted silicone covered 
handle and stay cool knob, as well as a vented glass lid 
for easy monitoring. Built with an encapsulated base for 
even heat distribution. Included is a FREE silicone 
spatula to get started the day it arrives.

4 CUP EGG POACHER
ALL-IN-ONE
7.5" STAINLESS STEEL LIDDED FRYPAN

821

Take the strain out of poaching the perfect egg for breakfast 
with Excelsteel’s bestseller, 4 cup professional stainless steel 
egg poacher. Designed with a vented lid and non-stick egg 
cups, this egg poacher is easy to clean and use every time. 
Built with an encapsulated base, a riveted silicone covered 
handle, and rust-resistant stainless steel. Impress your 
friends and family with a wonderfully cooked weekend 
brunch. Included is a FREE silicone spatula to get started the 
day it arrives. Dishwasher friendly and induction ready.

4 CUP EGG POACHER
ALL-IN-ONE
2.5 QT STAINLESS STEEL
LIDDED SAUCEPAN

533

SPECIALTY COOKWARE



533

Take the strain out of poaching the perfect egg for breakfast 
with Excelsteel’s bestseller, 6 cup professional stainless steel 
egg poacher. Designed with a vented lid and non-stick egg 
cups, this egg poacher is easy to clean and use every time. 
Built with an encapsulated base, a riveted silicone covered 
handle, and rust-resistant stainless steel. Impress your 
friends and family with a wonderfully cooked weekend 
brunch. Included is a FREE silicone spatula to get started the 
day it arrives. Dishwasher friendly and induction ready.

6 CUP EGG POACHER
ALL-IN-ONE

4 QT STAINLESS STEEL
LIDDED SAUCEPAN

535

Take the strain out of poaching the perfect egg for breakfast 
with Excelsteel's bestseller, 4 cup professional stainless steel 
egg poacher. Designed with a vented lid and non-stick egg 
cups, this egg poacher is easy to clean and use every time. 
Built with an encapsulated base, a riveted silicone covered 
handle, and a rust-resistant stainless steel. Impress your 
friends and family with a wonderfully cooked weekend 
brunch. Included is a FREE silicone spatula to get started the 
day it arrives. Dishwasher friendly and induction ready.

4 CUP GOLD TONE
EGG POACHER

ALL-IN-ONE
7.5" STAINLESS STEEL LIDDED FRYPAN

820

This egg poacher is constructed in durable tri-ply 
copper, aluminum, and 18/10 stainless steel for 
maximum heat distribution. Features stay cool cast 
handle and knob with a vented glass lid to allow you to 
monitor your eggs. Make perfectly poached eggs for 
brunch every weekend!

4 CUP EGG POACHER
ALL-IN-ONE

7.75" COPPER TRI-PLY
LIDDED FRYPAN

532
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EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.



535

820

This egg poacher is constructed in durable 18/10 
stainless steel and copper impact bonding base for 
maximum and e�cient heat distribution. Features stay 
cool handle and knob with a vented glass lid to allow 
you to monitor your eggs. Make perfectly poached 
eggs for brunch every weekend!

4 CUP EGG POACHER
ALL-IN-ONE
COPPER IMPACT BONDING
7.5" STAINLESS STEEL LIDDED FRYPAN 

520
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Made of high-quality, polished stainless steel, this 2.5 Qt 
pan is the ideal kitchen tool for melting your favorite 
chocolate or cheese. Features stay cool riveted handles 
with hanging loops and a see through tempered glass 
lid that allows you to monitor your cooking whenever 
needed. The pans are also dishwasher safe and 
induction stovetop ready.

3PIECE
DOUBLE BOILER

579

Get out of the kitchen and into the cooking spotlight! This 
durable stainless steel chafing dish maintains food at just 
the right temperature and keeps food hot for hours. The 
tempered vented glass lid allows you to monitor food 
condition and know when it’s time to refill. Also features a 
heavy duty stand to provide stability and stay cool handles 
and knob for easy handling.

CHAFING DISH SET
4 QT PROFESSIONAL HEAVY DUTY

583

SPECIALTY COOKWARE

SET INCLUDES
4 Qt Food Tray / Exterior Water Tray / Chafing Dish
Stand w/ Handles / Vented Tempered Glass Lid / Glass
Lid Holder / Convertible Burner w/ Lid



533

From casual get-togethers to avant-garde presentations at 
fine restaurants, the stainless fondue set makes it easy to 
explore the delicious possibilities for cooking in oil, cheese, 
and chocolate any time. This fondue set is constructed in 
gleaming stainless steel for durability, with the pot sitting 
securely on a four legged stand with non-skid rubber feet. 
The gel burner and cover are both easily accessible. A 
stainless splatter guard features slots for the 6 color-coded 
stainless forks.

FONDUE SET
11 PIECE PROFESSIONAL

527

Allows you to deep fry your favorite dishes and snacks! 
Constructed in stainless steel with an encapsulated base 
to enhance faster and even heat distribution. Stay cool 
handles and knob for easy handling. Induction stovetop 
ready.

STOVETOP DEEP FRYER
& STOCK POT

6 QT ALL-IN-ONE STAINLESS STEEL

523

Unlike the traditional asparagus cooker, our high quality 
stainless steel cooker comes with a finer mesh strainer 
basket that prevents messes. This versatile vegetable 
cooker is perfect for cooking asparagus, carrots, broccoli, 
and more. Also comes with stainless steel cast handles and 
knob with stay cool silicone covering. Features a heavy 
duty encapsulated base and is induction stovetop ready. 
Able to double as a 4.25 Qt mini stockpot.

VEGETABLE COOKER
4.25 QT STAINLESS STEEL

508
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SPECIALTY COOKWARE

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

SET INCLUDES
6 Color Coded Forks / Fondue Pot Spill Plate

Splatter Guard / Stand w/ Rubber Feet / Gel Burner

SET INCLUDES
4.25 Qt Pot / Fine Mesh Wire Basket / Lid



535

820

This multifunction cooker allows you to steam your 
favorite vegetables, cook pasta, and use it as a large 
stockpot. Encapsulated base provides faster and even heat 
distribution. Constructed in 18/10 stainless steel and 
induction cooktop ready. A must have versatile cookware 
for all chefs in the kitchen.

4 PIECE  MULTI-COOKER
PROFESSIONAL 18/10 STAINLESS STEEL

528-8QT /

14
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This multifunction cooker allows you to steam your 
favorite vegetables, cook pasta and use it as an 8 Qt 
stockpot. A versatile cookware for all chefs in the 
kitchen. Induction stovetop ready. 

4 PIECE
MULTI-COOKER
8 QT  STAINLESS STEEL

512

This multifunction cooker allows you to steam your 
favorite vegetables, cook pasta, and use it as a large 
stockpot. Encapsulated base provides faster and even heat 
distribution. Constructed in 18/10 stainless steel and 
induction stovetop ready. Now features silicone covered 
handles and knob for easy grip and stability when 
transporting a stockpot filled with food. Featured red 
colors.

MULTI-COOKER PASTA POT
STAINLESS STEEL W/LID
& RED SILICONE HANDLES

525 & 526

MULTI-COOKER & STOCK POTS

SET INCLUDES
Cooker Pot / Steamer Basket / Pasta Basket
Vented Tempered Glass Lid

529-12QT
558-16QT / 559-20QT

SET INCLUDES
Cooker Pot / Steamer Basket
Pasta Basket / Vented Tempered Glass Lid

525 - 8QT
526 - 12QT



533

This multifunction cooker allows you to steam your favorite 
vegetables, cook pasta, and use it as a large stockpot. 
Encapsulated base provides faster and even heat distribution. 
Constructed in 18/10 stainless steel and induction stovetop 
ready. Now features silicone covered handles and knobs for 
easy grip and stability when transporting a stockpot filled 
with food. Featured black colors.

MULTI-COOKER PASTA POT
STAINLESS STEEL W/LID

& BLACK SILICONE HANDLES

555 & 556

Lidded stock pot with 3 mm encapsulated base for even 
heat distribution without hot spots. Stay cool riveted 
handles ensure quality and durability. Straight body with 
cut edge, and easy to clean. Heavy duty design to last a 
lifetime. Induction stovetop ready.

STOCK POT
PROFESSIONAL STAINLESS STEEL

513 & 514

Constructed in stainless steel for durability and 
encapsulated base enhances faster and even heat 
distribution. Tempered vented glass lid allows you to 
monitor cooking. Also features mirror polished exterior 
with stay cool riveted handles. Induction stovetop 
ready.

STOCK POT
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ ENCAPSULATED BASE

548      551

15
MULTI-COOKER & STOCK POTS

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

555 - 8QT  /  556 - 12QT

513 - 24QT  /  514 - 35QT

THROUGH

548 - 8QT \ 549 - 12QT
550 - 16QT \ 551 - 20QT
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MULTI-COOKER & STOCK POTS

Constructed in stainless steel with stay cool riveted hollow handles for durability and comfortable handling. Graduated sizes for 
cooking projects large or small. Also features mirror polished exterior. Clean with ease.

Constructed in stainless steel with stay cool riveted hollow handles for durability and comfortable handling. Graduated sizes for 
cooking projects large or small. Also features mirror polished exterior. Clean with ease.

4 PIECE
STOCK POT SET
8 QT & 12 QT

524

6 PIECE
STOCK POT SET
8 QT, 12 QT & 16 QT

570



Roaster constructed in stainless steel for durability. The 
deep dish design allows you to use it as a lasagna pan and 
is measured at 14.25” x 10.5” x 4”. Includes a serving 
spatula for the perfect scoop as well as a plastic cover for 
easy storage of leftovers.

4 PIECE
ROASTER & LASAGNA PAN

ALL-IN-ONE W/ PLASTIC COVER

531

An essential piece of cookware for family dinners, parties, 
and holiday celebrations. The high dome, quality stainless 
steel roaster with roasting rack is designed to hold turkey, 
chicken, or any type of large roast. Riveted stainless steel 
handles make placing the roaster into the oven and lifting it 
out safe and easy. Also includes a steamer plate which 
doubles as a fish poacher.

HIGH DOME ROASTER
& FISH POACHER

23 POUND ALL-IN-ONE STAINLESS STEEL

574

An essential piece of cookware for family dinners, 
parties, and holiday celebrations. The dome shaped, 
quality Stainless steel roaster with roasting rack is 
designed to hold fish, chicken, or any type of roast. 
Durable stainless steel handles make placing the roaster 
into the oven and lifting it out safe and easy. Measures 
at 18.75" x 12.25" x 7.5".

DOME ROASTER
PROFESSIONAL STAINLESS STEEL

W/ ROASTING RACK

575
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STOCK POTS & BAKEWARE

SET INCLUDES
Roasting Pan / Roasting Rack

Lasagna Spatula / Plastic Cover

B A K E W A R E
EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

SET INCLUDES
16.75" x 12.25" x 7" Roaster / 14.25" x 8.5" Roasting Rack

13.5" x 9.5" x 3.25" Steamer Rack / Oval Cover

SET INCLUDES
18.75" x 12.5" x 7.5" Roaster

Stainless Steel Lid / Roasting Rack



820

Constructed with durable powder-coated steel, this 
cooling rack is great for cookies, pies, cakes, and more. 
The four legs ensure pastries are raised above the 
counter-top and the grid pattern allows air to circulate 
underneath for complete cooling. Non-stick coating 
allows for an easy clean up after each use so more time 
can be spent enjoying pastries! When standing the 
cooling rack measures 15.75" x 9.75" x 3", giving you 
plenty of space for your baked goods.

FOLDABLE COOLING RACK
W/NON-SLIP FEET

18
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This set of 3 aluminum baking pans is an absolute 
must-have for any baker. Creating decadent cakes is easy 
and hassle-free with these non-stick springform pans that 
come in 3 convinient sizes. Great for birthdays, 
celebrations, or for creating a special masterpiece for all 
dessert lovers. The locking mechanism allows cakes to 
slide out perfectly without the risk of tearing or damaging 
the texture. This 3 piece set includes 9.5", 10.25", 11" size 
pans

SET OF 3
CAKE BAKING TRAY
ALUMINUM
W/ LOCKING RING MECHANISM

406

The sturdy, carbon steel construction of these baking sheets gives 

them superior heat conductivity to ensure complete uniform 

baking. Oven-safe up to 445°F. The reinforced steel rim is easy to 

grip and prevents food from sliding o� the pan. The non-stick 

construction allows any baked goods to be removed cleanly for 

beautiful results and fast cleanup. The high-quality construction 

of these cookie & baking sheets ensures a rust-resistant addition 

to any kitchen that will last for years to come. These baking sheets 

are highly recommended for special occasions such as birthdays, 

weddings, parties, celebrations and more.

COOKIE BAKING SHEET
CARBON STEEL NONSTICK

407 & 408

B A K E W A R E

409

407 - 10.25” x 15”  /  408 - 12.75” x 19”



Constructed in durable stainless steel, these pans come in two popular sizes for your convenience. Just the right size for multi-layered 
lasagnas, included are two chrome racks for your favorite roasts. They have stainless foldable handles that make lifting in and out of 
the oven safe and easy. The stylish mirror polished exterior also makes this “all-in-one” a perfect serving dish.

4 PIECE
LASAGNA PAN

& ROASTER
W/ RACK
ALL-IN-ONE

561

Professionally constructed stainless steel stovetop smoker is perfect for getting that smoky flavor in your cooking without the hassle. 
Measures 14.5” x 10.5” x 4”. Uses real wood to smoke all assortments of food. With its multi-purpose use, it can be heated over the 
stovetop, oven, grill, and even a campfire. It includes foldable handles for easy grip and storage.

584
STOVETOP

SMOKER
VERSATILE

STAINLESS STEEL

19
BAKEWARE

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

SET INCLUDES
12.5” x 9.5” x 2.25” Pan

16.5” x 12" x 2.5” Pan
2 Chrome Roasting Racks

OPEN STOCK:

591 - 12.5” x 9.5” x 2.25”

592 -  14” x 10.5” x 2.25”

593 -  15.25” x 11” x 2.5”

594 -  16.5”  x 12”  x 2.5”

SET INCLUDES
Base Pan / Drip Tray

Baking Rack / Lid



H Y D R A T I O N

Made with high-quality and durable stainless steel, our 
double-wall vacuum soup jar is a sleek and reliable way to 
keep food and beverages hot, cold, or fresher longer. 
Conveniently equipped with a detachable spoon and a lid 
that doubles as a soup bowl for on-the-go lifestyles and an 
easy clean up. The double-wall stainless steel vacuum 
design keeps food insulated for maximum temperature 
retention. Designed with a durable handle that makes 
carrying the soup jar hassle-free, enjoy a delicious and 
convenient lunch no matter where you are.

1 QT MULTIPIECE LUNCH
BOX W/ SOUP CONTAINER
STAINLESS STEEL W/ SOUP CONTAINER

This unique and compact design is constructed from 
high quality stainless steel and perfect for those with an 
on-the-go lifestyle. The double walled and vacuum 
insulated body keeps liquids hot and cold for long 
periods of time. Great to use at home, the o�ce, on 
long road trips, or as a gift to friends and family! 
Dishwasher safe.

VACUUM WINE TUMBLER
16 OZ STAINLESS STEEL DOUBLE WALL

This 15 oz tumbler is constructed in durable stainless 
steel, perfect for those who are on the go and like to 
travel. Features colored silicone rings with a twist on 
and flip lid. Fits most cup holders and is excellent for hot 
or cold beverages. 

COFFEE TUMBLERS
DOUBLE WALL STAINLESS STEEL
W/ SILICONE RINGS

630

COOK PRO CATALOG
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113    116THROUGH

113 - Black  /  114 - White  /  115 - Grey  /  116 - Red

150      153 & 118THROUGH

150 - Purple  /  151 - Grey  /  152 - Blue  /  153 - Red
118 - Teal
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This 20 oz tumbler is constructed in durable stainless 
steel, perfect for those who are on the go and like to 
travel. Features colored silicone rings and grip for easy 
handling. It has a twist on and flip lid, and fits most cup 
holders. An excellent tumbler for holding a lot of 
beverages both hot and cold. 

COFFEE TUMBLERS
DOUBLE WALL STAINLESS STEEL

W/ SILICONE GRIP

This double walled stainless steel co�ee tumbler comes 
with a featured hanging loop and silicone grip. 
Ergonomic, comfortable, and an excellent tumbler for 
everyday use. Holds up to 14 oz and has a twist on 
button press lid. Featured in multiple colors and ideal 
for hot and cold beverages.

COFFEE TUMBLER
DOUBLE WALLED STAINLESS STEEL

W/ HANGING LOOP

Double walled stainless steel co�ee tumbler with a 
silicone grip. Ergonomic, comfortable, and an excellent 
container for everyday use. Can hold up to 14 oz and 
has a twist on lid, with button press for easy and leak 
proof use. Featured in multiple colors for the silicone 
grip and ideal for hot and cold beverages. 

COFFEE TUMBLERS
DOUBLE WALLED STAINLESS STEEL

W/ SILICONE GRIP

126, 127, 136
& 121

21
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154      157 & 119THROUGH

154 - Purple  /  155 - Grey  /  156 - Blue  /  157 - Red
119 - Teal

146      148 & 120THROUGH

146 - Purple  /  147 - Grey
148 - Assorted Red & Blue  /  120 - Teal

126 - Purple  /  127 - Grey
136 - Assorted Red & Blue  /  121 - Teal



Cook Pro Hydration proudly presents this polished 15 
oz double wall stainless steel tumbler. Designed with 
you in mind, our product is easy to travel with and 
comfortable to use one-handedly with it’s push button 
lid and non-slip silicone grip. Keep your beverages 
warm or chilled and personalize your tumbler from our 
selection of vibrant colors.

COFFEE TUMBLERS
STAINLESS STEEL TWIST ON PUSH
BUTTON LID W/ SILICONE GRIP

22
COOK PRO CATALOG

This beautiful stainless steel cocktail shaker features a 
copper tone color for that added flair. Perfect for 
shaking up mixed drinks, cocktails, or any kind of 
unique inventions. This piece truly fits into any bar 
setting. Holds up to 27 oz of liquid, and is perfect for all 
parties and gatherings. 

COCKTAIL SHAKER
3 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

199

Bring with you this on-the-go 5 piece reusable straw 
set that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set 
you can sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit 
juices, water, teas, and more. Included are 2 straight 
straws, 2 bent straws, a cleaning brush, and a protective 
pouch. Constructed with stainless steel at a 
comfortable 8.25" length to provide a durable and 
reliable product. Enjoy the eco-friendly benefit of 
reducing plastic straw use and helping the 
environment. Easy to clean and easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL REUSABLE
STRAW SET
5 PIECE W/ CLEANER AND POUCH

100

H Y D R A T I O N

101      104 & 122THROUGH

101 - Grey  /  102 - Purple  /  103 - Red  /  104 - Blue
122 - Teal

eco
Friendly
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Bring with you this on-the-go 5 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you can 
sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, teas, 
and more. Included are 4 curved silicone tip straws with a 
cleaning brush. Fitted with a removable, colorful silicone tip 
to protect teeth and provide a comfortable drinking 
experience. Constructed with stainless steel at a convenient 
8.5” length to ensure a durable and reliable product. Enjoy 
the eco-friendly benefit of reducing plastic straw use and 
helping the environment. Easy to clean and easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL SILICONE TIP
STRAW SET

5 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

Bring with you this on-the-go 7 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you can 
sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, teas, 
and more. Included are 3 straight straws, 3 curved straws, 
and a cleaning brush. Constructed with stainless steel at a 
convenient 8.5” length to provide a durable and reliable 
product. Enjoy the eco-friendly benefit of reducing plastic 
straw use and helping the environment. Easy to clean and 
easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL
STRAW SET

7 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

Bring with you this on-the-go 7 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you 
can sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, 
teas, and more. Included are 4 straight silicone tip straws, 2 
curved silicone tip straws, and a cleaning brush. Fitted with 
a removable, pastel silicone tip to protect teeth and 
provide a comfortable drinking experience. Constructed 
with stainless steel at a convenient 8.5” length to ensure a 
durable and reliable product. Enjoy the eco-friendly benefit 
of reducing plastic straw use and helping the environment. 
Easy to clean and easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL SILICONE TIP
STRAW SET

7 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

23
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011

eco
Friendly

eco
Friendly

012

013

eco
Friendly



Bring with you this vibrant gold 5 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you 
can sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, 
teas, and more. Included are 2 straight straws, 2 curved 
straws, and a cleaning brush. Constructed with stainless 
steel at a convenient 8.5” length to provide a durable and 
reliable product. Enjoy the eco-friendly benefit of reducing 
plastic straw use and helping the environment. Easy to 
clean and easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL
GOLD COLOR STRAW SET
5 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

24
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Bring with you this rose gold 5 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you 
can sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, 
water, teas, and more. Included are 2 straight straws, 2 
curved straws, and a cleaning brush. Constructed with 
stainless steel at a convenient 8.5” length to provide a 
durable and reliable product. Enjoy the eco-friendly 
benefit of reducing plastic straw use and helping the 
environment. Easy to clean and easy to use.

ROSE GOLD COLOR
STRAW SET
5 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

015

Bring with you this rainbow 5 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you 
can sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, 
water, teas, and more. Included are 2 straight straws, 2 
curved straws, and a cleaning brush. Constructed with 
stainless steel at a convenient 8.5” length to provide a 
durable and reliable product. Enjoy the eco-friendly 
benefit of reducing plastic straw use and helping the 
environment. Easy to clean and easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL
RAINBOW COLOR STRAW SET
5 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

016

H Y D R A T I O N

014

eco
Friendly

eco
Friendly

eco
Friendly
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Bring with you this on-the-go 7 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you can 
sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, teas, 
and more. Included are two 8.5” straight straws, two 8” 
curved straws, two 5.75” straight straws and a cleaning 
brush. Constructed with stainless steel with multiple lengths 
to serve a large variety of uses. Enjoy the eco-friendly 
benefit of reducing plastic straw use and helping the 
environment. Easy to clean and easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL SWIRL
STRAW SET

7 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

Bring with you this on-the-go 7 piece reusable straw set 
that is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you can 
sip on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, teas, 
and more. Included are three 5.75” straight straws, three 
5.75” curved straws, and a cleaning brush. Constructed with 
stainless steel and a mini length to serve a large variety of 
uses. Enjoy the eco-friendly benefit of reducing plastic 
straw use and helping the environment. Easy to clean and 
easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL MINI
STRAW SET

7 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

Bring with you this colorful 5 piece reusable straw set that 
is the perfect tumbler companion! With this set you can sip 
on delicious iced co�ee, flavorful fruit juices, water, teas, 
and more. Included are 2 straight straws, 2 curved straws, 
and a cleaning brush. Constructed with stainless steel at a 
convenient 8.5” length to provide a durable and reliable 
product. Enjoy the eco-friendly benefit of reducing plastic 
straw use and helping the environment. Easy to clean and 
easy to use.

STAINLESS STEEL
POWDER COATED

STRAW SET
5 PIECE W/ CLEANING BRUSH

25
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C O F F E E  &  T E A

This plunger is constructed with heat resistant Borosilicate glass, low coe�cients of thermal expansion and is resistant to thermal 
shock. This uniquely-designed strainer will produce co�ee without particles and will last longer, as well as an exceptionally full-bodied 
co�ee. Far superior to the traditional drip or perk method.

This intricately designed 8.8 oz tea infusion tumbler is made of Borosilicate heat resistant glass, which can take temperatures ranging 
248°F to 14°F without cracking. The dual purpose double wall construction keeps beverage warm for an extended period while 
controlling the exterior temperature. Includes an attached stainless steel tea casing to control flavor and concentration. Infuse by 
flipping the tumbler upside down so that the tea soaked to the desired concentration. Perfectly design for travel and everyday use.

COFFEE PLUNGER
3 DEMITASSE CUPS
W/ COASTER
& MEASURING SPOON

INFUSION
TUMBLER
DOUBLE GLASS
WALL TEA

680

682



Constructed in stainless steel for long lasting durability. Whistling spout reminds you when water is boiling. Easy to clean and hygienic. 
Encapsulated base guarantees fast and even heat distribution.

3 QT WHISTLING
TEA KETTLE

STAINLESS STEEL

404S

Bring together friends and family to enjoy deliciously brewed tea with this 3 Qt stainless steel tea kettle. For convenience, we’ve 
designed an easy to remove lid and trigger on the handle to e�ortlessly open and pour out your favorite tea to delight in. Features a 
specially designed whistling spout to remind you when your tea is ready. Wonderfully built to ensure that your tea is kept warm and 
rich in aroma. Induction stovetop ready.

424T
425R

426CB
427S

3 QT WHISTLING
TEA KETTLE

STAINLESS STEEL
W/ TRIGGER HANDLE

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

424T - Teal
425R -  Red
426CB - Cobalt Blue
427S - Stainless Steel

27
COFFEE & TEA



Beautifully designed mixing bowl with colorful silicone 
non-skid base to brighten up your kitchen. Mirror polished 
interior and satin finish exterior. Silicone base makes 
preparing your food much easier. A good stability and 
foundation is key to great food preparations and great 
meals.

MIXING BOWLS
STAINLESS STEEL
W/ SILICONE NON-SKID BASE

Stainless steel mixing bowl with beautiful satin finish 
exterior and mirror polished interior. Constructed in 
durable long lasting stainless steel for mixing all your 
favorite foods. A must-have for all chefs in the kitchen.

MIXING BOWLS
PROFESSIONAL SATIN FINISH
STAINLESS STEEL

321    323

All-purpose, versatile German stainless steel mixing 
bowl that is essential to your everyday kitchen needs. In 
durable stainless, features a contrasting dual copper tint 
to accent your kitchen. Designed to add character and 
elegance to any kitchen. Nested storage for best 
utilization of space.

MIXING BOWLS
SET OF 4 STAINLESS STEEL
W/COPPER FINISH

720

M I X I N G  B O W L S

296    298

THROUGH

THROUGH

321 - 3 QT  /  322 -  5 QT  /  323 - 8 QT

296 - 1.5 QT Green  /  297 -  3 QT Blue  298 - 5 QT Red
797 -  Set of 3

SET INCLUDES
1.5 QT  /  2.5 QT  /  3 QT  /  5 QT

28
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All-purpose, versatile hammered copper colored mixing bowls perfect for your kitchen needs. This unique hammered design gives a 
beautiful shine and shimmer that brightens up the kitchen. Perfect for mixing everything and preparing food. A must-have for all chefs 
in the kitchen.

MIXING BOWLS
PROFESSIONAL

HAMMERED COPPER
COLORED

Constructed in stainless steel for durability and easy cleaning. Graduated sizes for all your kitchen needs with a rim for easier food 
handling. Also features a mirror polished exterior and interior. 

MIXING BOWLS
STAINLESS STEEL

29
MIXING BOWLS

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

358
360

THROUGH

358 - 1.75 QT
359 -  3 QT
360 - 5 QT

217
221

THROUGH

217 - 0.75 QT
218 -  1 QT
219 - 2.25 QT
220 - 4.25 QT
221 - 6 QT
717 - Set of 5



A necessary item for expert and beginning kitchen cooks alike, 

this 3 piece colander set is a versatile tool that is essential for 

straining, draining, or skimming your ingredients. Made with 

high-quality stainless steel to ensure it is rust-resistant and 

dishwasher safe. Prepare anything from thick noodles to a 

healthy variety of fruits and vegetables with the fine mesh 

construction. Both lightweight and durable, it’s classic and 

ergonomic design will bring convenience to your meal 

preparation needs. Low on storage space? Use the handles to 

hang them on a rack or hook! Enjoy the benefits of your freshly 

cleaned meals today!

STRAINERS
SET OF 3 BLACK GRADUATED SIZES

Designed with elegance in mind, these stainless steel 
colanders are both beautiful and versitile. Professionally 
built with high-quality stainless steel to ensure rust 
resistance. Features a resting base for excellent kitchen top 
stability. Its perforated design will allow you to thoroughly 
rinse and strain your favorite foods such as fruits, 
vegetables, pasta, and more! The included handles ensure 
a steady grip when transporting food. This colander is a 
great addition to any kitchen set.

PERFORATED COLANDERS
STAINLESS STEEL

477    481

Uniquely perforated with a pineapple patterned design to add 
a sense of style to your home kitchen. With this 3 piece set of 
stainless steel colanders, each allows for fast and thorough 
draining or rinsing of various foods. Used to prepare fruits, 
vegetables, pasta, and even meats. Constructed with high 
quality stainless steel for rust resistance and large handles 
ensure a firm and comfortable grip. With its graduated 
design, each colander also nests for convenient storage. 
Crafted with a sturdy resting base to provide stability on flat 
surfaces, such as countertops, sinks, and tabletops. 
Dishwasher friendly design!

PINEAPPLE COLANDER SET
3 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL
W/ RESTING BASE

730 / 252

C O L A N D E R S

742

THROUGH

SET INCLUDES: 7", 8.25" & 9.5"
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477 - 1.5 QT  /  478 -  2.5 QT  /  479 - 3 QT
480 -  4.5 QT  /  481 - 6 QT

1 QT

2.5 QT

4 QT

OPEN STOCK: 252 - 5 QT
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With any of these graduated stainless steel colanders, 
the perforated design allows for fast and thorough 
draining or rinsing. Used to prepare fruits, vegetables, 
pasta, and even meat. Constructed of high quality 
stainless steel, the large handles allow for a firm, 
comfortable grip. Featuring a mirror polished interior 
and exterior. Each colander also nests for convenient 
storage. A sturdy base provides for secure placement 
on the countertop or in the sink.

COLANDER SET
3 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

With any one of these graduated colanders, the 
perforated design allows for fast and thorough 
straining. Used to prepare fruits, vegetables, pasta, and 
even meat. Constructed with stainless steel, the 
oversized handles allow for a firm, comfortable grip. 
Featuring a mirror polished interior and exterior. Each 
colander also nests for your convenience in storage. 
Well-made base allows the colander to sit securely and 
comfortable on the countertop or sink.

COLANDER SET
4 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

This mixing bowl and colander set is the perfect tool for 
any chef in the kitchen. Tackle cleaning and rinsing 
preparations with the two di�erent sized colanders. Create 
fantastic mixtures with the mixing bowls also included in 
this set. With this versatile set in the kitchen, you won't 
need any other mixing bowls and colanders!

MIXING BOWL
& COLANDER SET

4 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

31
COLANDERS

731 / 242

741

751

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

OPEN STOCK: 242 - 5 QT

1 QT
2.5 QT

4 QT

5.5 QT

4 QT

2.5 QT

1.25 QT

COLANDERS - 1.5 QT & 4.25 QT
MIXING BOWLS - 1.5 QT & 4.25 QT



This high quality colander with its stainless steel brim 
and reinforced construction makes it a durable and 
reliable option for your kitchen. Its double handles 
allow for easy handling and are foldable for minimizing 
storage space. Rinse all of your favorite fruits, salads, 
and veggies in this colander. Dishwasher safe and easy 
to clean. 

WIRED COLANDER
STAINLESS STEEL REINFORCED

Professional quality mesh colander with soft grip 
ergonomically designed Santoprene handles. Sturdy 
base sits on countertops and sinks comfortably. 
Specially designed wire frame for enhanced durability 
and long lasting use.

MESH COLANDERS
REINFORCED STAINLESS STEEL

205      207

Professional quality stainless steel mesh colander with 
soft grip ergonomically designed santopreme handles. 
Sturdy base sits on countertops and sinks comfortably. 
Specially designed wire frame for enhanced durability 
and long lasting use.

MESH COLANDER
REINFORCED STAINLESS STEEL
W/ RED HANDLES

455      457

C O L A N D E R S

343 & 344

THROUGH

343 - 7.5”  /  344 -  9.5” 

205 - 6.5”  /  206 -  9”  /  207 - 11.25”

455 - 6.5”  /  456 -  9”  /  457 - 11.25”

THROUGH

32
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Professional quality stainless steel mesh colander with 
soft grip ergonomically designed santopreme handles. 
Sturdy base sits on countertops and sinks comfortably. 
Specially designed wire frame for enhanced durability 
and long lasting use.

 MESH COLANDER
REINFORCED STAINLESS STEEL

W/ TEAL HANDLES

Both ergonomically designed to be light and easy to 
hang, this 3 piece graduated fine mesh colander set is 
perfect for rinsing rice, lentils, vegetables, and more. 
With its resting base perfect for flat surfaces and 
stainless steel body, this product will ensure stability 
when preparing your food in the kitchen. A necessary 
item for beginner and professional chefs alike.  

FINE MESH COLANDER
3 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

W/ RESTING BASE

Made with fine quality stainless steel for long lasting 
durability. Reinforced body and sturdy base gives the 
stability you need to prepare all your foods. Great for 
countertop or sink use. A great versatile item in the kitchen 
for all your straining needs.

MESH COLANDERS
REINFORCED STAINLESS STEEL

458     460

732

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

458 - 6.5”  /  459 -  9”  /  460 - 11.25”

THROUGH

SET INCLUDES: 8", 9" & 10"

380 - 7.5”  /  381 -  10”  /  382 - 12”

380     382THROUGH
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Each strainer is made with high-quality stainless steel 
for long-lasting use.  Featuring a sturdy steel handles 
that can be used to move the strainer around or placed 
over the rim of pots. The resting base reinforces the 
strainer and frees up your hands by allowing it to sit on 
flat surfaces. Tight on space? The handle can be used 
for hanging storage.

STRAINER
STAINLESS STEEL W/ ASSIST HANDLE
& RESTING LEGS

This strainer is made with high-quality stainless steel 
wire. It’s the perfect strainer for anything from straining 
vegetables to frying chicken. Designed with a long 
stay-cool handle for added safety and support. Easy to 
clean and dishwasher safe.

STRAINER
STAINLESS STEEL
W/ PLASTIC GRIP HANDLE

448 & 449

Constructed from durable stainless-steel wire that is 
reliable enough to tackle all of your heavy-duty kitchen 
tasks. Comes with an easy-grip wood design handle for 
added support in the kitchen. The long handle also 
keeps hands way from heat. Easy to clean and 
dishwasher safe.

STRAINER
STAINLESS STEEL
W/ WOOD GRIP HANDLE

453 & 454

S T R A I N E R S

432 & 434

432 - 6.5”  /  434 -  9.5” 

448 - 4.5”  /  449 -  6” 

453 - 4.5”  /  454 -  6” 
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Constructed from durable stainless steel mesh that is reliable 

enough to tackle all of your kitchen tasks. Strain everything 

from pasta, vegetables, fruits, and meat with ease. The superior 

fine mesh design allows water to pass through easily while 

ensuring that finer foods like rice and spaghetti don't slip 

through. Comes with sturdy resting base to support your food 

whether its waiting on the counter-top or being rinsed in the 

sink. Wide arched handles on two sides to help maneuver it 

around the kitchen. Easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

 FINE MESH COLANDER
STAINLESS STEEL  W/ RESTING BASE

This 3 piece set is essential for straining and draining excess 

liquids from pasta, vegetables, and more. With its ergonomic 

design, you can expect a comfortable cooking experience. 

Constructed with high-quality stainless steel to be durable and 

long-lasting. When cooking or baking with dry ingredients, you 

can sift and sieve with ease to separate and recombine 

powders such as flour, baking soda, spices, and more! Low on 

storage space? Clear up kitchen space and use the hook slot to 

hang them on a rack or hook! Rust-resistant and dishwasher 

safe to ensure your strainer is reliable and has a long lifespan.

STRAINERS
SET OF 3 STAINLESS 

W/ LONG STAY COOL HANDLE

A must have for any versatile chef, this stainless steel 
strainer features a double-rod design for durability and a 
hard plastic handle for a secured grip. Perfect for draining 
excess liquids from pasta, vegetables and more. 
Constructed with a built in hook slot for convenient 
storage.

STRAINER
5.5" STAINLESS STEEL WIRE

W/STAY COOL HANDLE

461 & 462

737

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

461 - 7.5”  /  462 -  9.75”

SET INCLUDES: 4", 5.5" & 6.5"

328 - Black  /  329 -  Red  /  260 - Grey

328, 329 & 260
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This high quality wired oval strainer is a beautiful and reliable addition to any kitchen 

set. Its durable stainless steel design is perfect for straining a wide variety of foods 

such as fruits, vegetables, and pasta, and can even function as a fruit basket for the 

kitchen counter or dining room table. The unique oval shape allows for easy handling 

and for minimizing storage space.

OVAL STRAINER 
STAINLESS STEEL

This 3 piece graduated stainless steel strainer set is a must in the kitchen. It's perfect 

for draining excess liquids from pasta, vegetables, and fruits. The high quality 

stainless steel double-rod design ensures that this product is durable and reliable. 

Includes a hook for easy hanging and storage, as well as an assist hooks for resting.

BLACK STRAINERS 
SET OF 3 W/ STAY COOL HANDLE & RESTING TIPS

738

This pressure cooker accessory is constructed with heavy duty stainless steel that is 

made to last. Has a generous capacity of 3.75 Qt and fits most pressure cookers. 

Includes a sturdy resting base for added stability as well as a convenient silicone 

covered carrying handle to safely and easily transport your strainer around the 

kitchen. This durable stainless steel basket is an essential tool for any beginner cook 

or seasoned chef and is excellent for sifting and straining wet or dry ingredients.

3.75 QT  STRAINER BASKET
8.25” STAINLESS STEEL

330/331/391 & 491

S T R A I N E R S

086     088
086 - 11”  /  087 - 12”  /  088 - 13.25”

SET INCLUDES: 4", 5.5" & 7"

330 - Red  /  331 -  Black  /  391 - Grey  /  491 -  Teal

330 331

391 491
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THROUGH

This elegantly designed strainer basket is the perfect addition to any kitchen! 

Constructed with heavy duty stainless steel to handle straining a variety of foods such 

as fruits, vegetables, pasta and more. Saves on storage space with a sleek and 

stackable design. Dishwasher safe.

RECTANGULAR BASKET
STAINLESS STEEL

486     488THROUGH

486 - 9.5”  /  487 -  11.5”  /  488 -  14.75”
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Strain your foods with ease with this durable stainless 
steel strainer, a must-have in the kitchen. Perfect for 
draining excess liquids from pasta to vegetables, and 
more. Features a light wooden handle for a comfortable 
grip. With convenience in mind, we’ve included a hook 
slot for easy hanging and storage.

STRAINER
5.5” STAINLESS STEEL REINFORCED

W/ WOODEN HANDLE

Features a long bamboo style handle to keep hands 
away from heat. Handle also provides an easy and 
comfortable grip to keep a firm hold. Strainer includes a 
crown loop at the end of the handle for convenient 
storage. Its high quality stainless steel construction 
guarantees long-lasting durability and reliability. It’s 
perfect for straining out pasta, noodles, vegetables, and 
anything else you need. Easy to clean, use, and is 
dishwasher safe. 

STRAINER
STAINLESS STEEL W/HANDLE GRIP

Don’t be caught without a dependable strainer to take 
on your straining tasks! This stainless steel strainer with 
embossed mesh is an excellent choice for any 
seasoned chef or beginner cook in need of a durable 
and reliable strainer. Built with a wooden handle for a 
comfortable grip and fine mesh body to ensure you can 
finely strain ingredients to create that delicious meal. 
Ergonomic and versatile for many kitchen tasks. 
Dishwasher friendly design.

STRAINER
5.5” STAINLESS STEEL
W/ EMBOSSED MESH

226

186 & 187

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

186 - 4”  /  187 -  6”

395
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This durable stainless steel pasta basket is a must have 
for all chefs. It's perfect for straining out pasta, noodles, 
vegetables, and anything else you need. Constructed in 
perforated stainless steel for heavy duty straining. 
Includes a back hook for easy hanging and storage, as 
well as a side hook for resting against the pots while 
straining. The handle is a natural brown color for a 
traditional accent to your kitchen. 

PASTA BASKET
6.25” STAINLESS STEEL
W/ WOODEN HANDLE

This durable stainless steel strainer is a must have for all 
chefs. It's perfect for straining out pasta, noodles, 
vegetables, and anything else you need. Constructed in 
wired stainless steel for long lasting use. Includes a back 
hook for easy hanging and storage with a long 
stay-cool handle. Easy to clean, use, and is dishwasher 
safe.

WIRE STRAINER
STAINLESS STEEL

287 & 288

This stainless steel strainer features a long handle to 
keep your hands away from the heat. The handle is 
encased in a ceramic flower pattern design with an end 
hook for convenient hanging and storage. The strainer 
is made of high quality stainless steel to ensure 
long-lasting durability and reliability.

WIRE STRAINER
W/ CERAMIC FLOWER HANDLE DESIGNS

290 & 291

S T R A I N E R S

276

287 - 6”  /  288 -  7” 

290 - 5.5”  /  291 -  6.25” 
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533

Features a long handle to keep hands away from heat 
and an easy grip to keep a firm hold. Includes an ending 
loop for convenient storage. The strainer is made of 
high quality stainless steel to ensure long-lasting 
durability and reliability.

 WIRE STRAINERS
STAINLESS STEEL

Each high quality stainless steel strainer features 
hanging hooks for convenient storage. Also features a 
long riveted handle for easy handling. Sturdy base sits 
on the countertop or sink comfortably. Strong 
construction with stainless steel wire frame base for 
long-lasting use.

STRAINERS
STAINLESS STEEL W/ LONG

RIVETED HANDLE

Home cooking requires essential tools to tackle the 
daily tasks in the kitchen. With its durable mesh wire, 
you’ll be able to sift or sieve a variety of dry ingredients. 
This all-purpose strainer is essential for straining and 
draining the excess liquids from pasta, vegetables, and 
more. Ergonomically designed to create a comfortable 
cooking experience and constructed with high-quality 
stainless steel to be durable and long-lasting. Easy to 
clean with dishwasher safe design!

STRAINER
SET OF 3 STAINLESS STEEL

247 & 248

215/482 & 216

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

247 - 4”  /  248 -  6”

215 - 6.5”  /  482 -  7.12”  /  216 -  9”

SET INCLUDES: 4", 6.5" & 8"

769

OPEN STOCK: 365 - 4” / 368 - 5.5” / 369 - 8” / 370 - 8.75”
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Features a fine mesh scoop, ideal for skimming out 
unwanted foods from boiling water or hot oil. This tool 
can also double as a sifter and is great for dusting cakes 
with powdered sugar or removing clumps from flour. 
Made of high quality stainless steel, this tool features a 
hanging loop allowing it to be stored easily once a task 
is complete. 

STRAINER /SKIMMER SET
3 PIECE STAINLESS STEEL 

This durable stainless steel strainer is a must have for all 
chefs. It's perfect for straining out pasta, noodles, 
vegetables, and anything else you need. Constructed in 
wired stainless steel for long lasting use. Includes a back 
hook for easy hanging and storage with a long 
stay-cool handle. Easy to clean, use, and is dishwasher 
safe.

MESH FRYER SHOVEL SCOOP
6” STAINLESS STEEL

463

Take on your largest straining tasks and ensure that your 

kitchen includes this 11" high quality jumbo strainer. Our 

product features a rigid design with reinforced bands for heavy 

duty use. With its convenient assist handle, you can hang the 

strainer on pots and pans. Storage is made simple with its 

hanging loop. Best for making soup stocks and straining large 

batches of ingredients so you can serve your guests an 

appetizing dish with delicious consistency.

JUMBO STRAINER
11" STAINLESS STEEL REINFORCED
W/PLASTIC HANDLE

390

S T R A I N E R S

779
SET INCLUDES: 2.75", 4" & 5"
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533

No more messes on the stovetop! This set of 3 
graduated splatter screens can fit a variety of cookware 
to prevent oil from splashing in the kitchen. The high 
quality stainless steel double-rod handle allows for safe 
and comfortable cooking. Once finished, these splatter 
screens can hang for simple and easy storage. 

BLACK SPLATTER SCREENS
SET OF 3 BLACK GRADUATED SIZES

No more messes on the stovetop! This 13” stainless 
splatter screen fits most of your cookware, preventing 
oil from splashing. Stay cool long wire handle allows 
you to hang it for easy storage. Easy to clean, and 
dishwasher safe.

SPLATTER SCREEN
13” STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTWEIGHT

Tired of messy kitchens and painful cooking oil burns? Looking 

to cook with more confidence? Look no further than this 13" 

stainless steel splatter screen! Designed to prevent all major 

splatters while being very easy to use. Constructed with a 

durable stainless steel frame and a mesh stainless steel screen 

to ensure a reliable product. Additionally, you can use the 

sturdy resting base to keep your splatter screen clean when 

not in use. A comfortable, beautifully designed handle provides 

a eye-catching and heat-resistant grip. With this splatter guard 

screen, you’ll protect yourself from potential burns and keep 

your kitchen clean from oil stains and splatters. This is a 

must-have product for anyone frying foods at high 

temperatures.

SPLATTER SCREEN
13” STAINLESS STEEL W/ HANDLE

739

204

SET INCLUDES: 10", 11" & 13"

035     037

SPL AT TER SCREENS & COVERS

THROUGH

035 036 037
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This full 13" splatter screen is designed to prevent all major splatters while being very easy to clean. Constructed with a durable 
stainless steel frame and a silicone screen. Simply wipe down the silicone with a damp towel, or place it in the dishwasher. 
Comfortable silicone covering on the handle provides a non-slip and heat-resistant grip.

Designed to prevent all major splatters while being very easy to use. Constructed with a durable stainless steel frame and a mesh stainless steel 
screen to ensure a reliable product. Additionally, you can use the sturdy resting base by flipping it onto the leg base, keeping your splatter 
screen clean when not in use. Comfortable silicone covering on the handle provides a non-slip and heat-resistant grip. With this splatter guard 
screen, you’ll protect yourself from potential burns and keep your kitchen clean from oil stains and splatters. This is a must-have product for 
anyone frying foods at high temperatures.

SPLATTER
SCREENS
13” STAINLESS STEEL
W/ SILICONE COVER
& NON-SLIP GRIP

SPLATTER
SCREENS
13" STAINLESS STEEL
W/ SILICONE GRIP
& RESTING LEGS

SPL AT TER SCREENS & COVERS

222
224
& 990

THROUGH

222 - Red
223 - Black
224 - Grey
990 - Teal
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335
337
& 435

THROUGH

335 - Red
336 - Black
337 - Grey
435 - Teal



This full 13” splatter screen prevents splashing and is perfect for keeping it tidy in the kitchen. The Stainless steel mesh design allows 
for keeping an eye on your food. Features a solid stay cool handle for more control, protection, and allows for a firmer grip. Easy to 
use, clean, and is dishwasher safe.

FINE MESH
SPLATTER

SCREEN
STAINLESS STEEL

REINFORCED
W/ SOLID HANDLE

This 12.25" stainless steel universal lid is perfect for chefs who love to have versatility in the kitchen. It fits 8", 10", and 12" cookware and 
features a glass viewing window in the center with a knob. No more going through the hassle of keeping and storing multiple lids. 
Cover all your cooking pots and pans with this simple universal lid.

UNIVERSAL
VERSATILE LID

8”, 10” & 12”
STAINLESS STEEL

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

214

225
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Constructed with stainless steel for durability and features a high heat resistant nylon head. This is a versatile kitchen tool set that is 
non abrasive on non-stick surfaces. Easy to store with the hanging loop, and easy to clean.

These stainless steel utensils feature a high quality heat resistant nylon head that is durable enough for everyday kitchen tasks, yet non 
abrasive on non-stick surfaces. Constructed with heavy duty stainless steel handles for a durable and long-lasting experience. 
Dishwasher safe and easy to clean. 

UTENSIL SET
6 PC W/ STAINLESS
STEEL HANDLES 

NYLON
KITCHEN TOOLS
SET OF 2
W/ HEAVY DUTY
STAINLESS STEEL
HANDLE

K I T C H E N  T O O L S

189

209/363
372/374
474

SET INCLUDES:
13” Solid Spoon, 13” Slotted Spoon,
12" Soup Ladle, 12.5” Slotted Spatula,
12.5” Solid Turner, 13.5” Serving Tong

209 - Black
363 - Red
372 - Blue
374 - Grey
474 - Teal

OPEN STOCK BLACK COLORS - 209-1 - 12.5” Slotted Turner / 209-2 - 13” Solid Spoon / 209-3 - 13” Slotted Spoon / 209-4 - 12” Soup Ladle
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Ensure you’re prepared for any kitchen task with this excellent 5 piece utensil set! Built with durable stainless steel and crafted with a 
unique hammered design for a sturdy but stylized construction. Easily store your utensil set with the built-in hanging loop for 
convenient kitchen storage. Features a dishwasher friendly design that makes it easy to clean and easy to use.

5 PC
UTENSIL SET
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ HAMMERED
HANDLE

This set of five bamboo utensils is all you need in the kitchen. Eco-friendly, durable bamboo material makes these tools perfect for 
handling non-stick surfaces. The sturdy material is non abrasive so you do not need to worry about any scratches while cooking. The 
handles are colored for easily identifying which utensil you are selecting. A versatile set for any chef in the kitchen.

5PC
UTENSILS SET

BAMBOO

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

256

355

SET INCLUDES:
12” Soup Ladle, 13” Slotted Spoon,

12.5" Skimmer 13” Solid Spoon,
13” Slotted Turner

SET INCLUDES:
Blue Slotted Spoon,
Red Forked Spoon,

Pink Solid Spoon,
Green Angled Spatula,

Yellow Solid Spatula
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Steaming is a healthy and fast alternative to preparing 
meals. This vegetable steamer is constructed in high 
quality stainless steel and can be used for multiple 
dishes such as dumplings, fish, and vegetables. The 
blades fit closely and fold for a convenient storage. 
Takes up less room than traditional bamboo steamers 
and pots, also fits most stockpots. Easy to use and 
dishwasher safe.

VEGETABLE STEAMER
11" STAINLESS STEEL FOLDABLE

Make eating healthy easier than ever with this hassle 
free extendable handle vegetable steamer. Simply pull 
the handle to extend and provide extra length, making it 
safer than traditional vegetable steamers to use in hot 
pots and pans. The feet provide a durable resting base 
and can fold in for convenient storage. Compatible with 
most pressure and multi-cookers and dishwasher safe.

VEGETABLE STEAMER
9" STAINLESS STEEL
W/PULL HANDLE & LEGS

332

Stainless steel serving tongs with locking mechanism 
for all your kitchen needs from grabbing ears of corn 
out of boiling water to flipping steaks. Black nylon 
scoop-shaped tips and stay cool rubber handles 
enhance your comfort. These tongs can stay heat 
resistant up to 400°F.

BLACK NYLON SERVING
TONGS
STAINLESS STEEL

386 & 387

342

386 - 9”  /  387 -  12” 

K I T C H E N  T O O L S
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Grab, flip, or serve all of your hot favorite foods with this 
stainless steel tong set. Silicone serving tip on the stay 
cool handle provides a heat resistant grip for added 
safety and comfort. Conveniently store your tongs with 
the built in hanging loop and “pull-to-lock” mechanism 
for proper storage.

RED SILICONE TONG
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ STAY COOL HANDLE

Grab, flip, or serve all of your hot favorite foods with this 
stainless steel tong set. Silicone serving tip on the stay 
cool handle provides a heat resistant grip for added 
safety and comfort. Conveniently store your tongs with 
the built in hanging loop and “pull-to-lock” mechanism 
for proper storage.

TEAL SILICONE TONG
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ STAY COOL HANDLE

Grab, flip, or serve all of your hot favorite foods with this 
stainless steel tong set. Silicone serving tip on the stay 
cool handle provides a heat resistant grip for added 
safety and comfort. Conveniently store your tongs with 
the built in hanging loop and “pull-to-lock” mechanism 
for proper storage.

BLACK SILICONE TONG
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ STAY COOL HANDLE

082    084

072    074

082 - 9”  /  083 -  12”  /  084 -  9” & 12”

075     077THROUGH

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

THROUGH

THROUGH

072 - 9”  /  073 -  12”  /  074 -  9” & 12”

075 - 9”  /  076 -  12”  /  077 -  9” & 12”
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Grab, flip, or serve all of your hot favorite foods with this 
stainless steel tong set. Silicone serving tip on the stay 
cool handle provides a heat resistant grip for added 
safety and comfort. Conveniently store your tongs with 
the built in hanging loop and “pull-to-lock” mechanism 
for proper storage.

GREY SILICONE TONG
STAINLESS STEEL
W/ STAY COOL HANDLE

This durable stainless steel spoon rest is perfect for 
resting your utensils. The large resting area is great for 
all di�erent size cooking tools. It can also help prevent 
a messy countertop. The unique décor design is 
wonderful to have in your kitchen. Dishwasher safe.

SPOON REST
STAINLESS STEEL

265

This 2 piece taco holder set is perfect for making dinner parties 

and family events more clean and stylish. Constructed from 

durable stainless steel to ensure a long-lasting taco holder that 

does not bend or lose form. Holds tacos upright to avoid 

messy spills and allows friends and family to grab tacos with 

ease. Can hold soft shell or hard shell tacos that can be served 

with your favorite sides of rice, beans, and salsa. Easy to clean 

and dishwasher safe.

2 PC 
TACO HOLDER
STAINLESS STEEL
STAINLESS STEEL

081

078     080

K I T C H E N  T O O L S

THROUGH

078 - 9”  /  079 -  12”  /  080 -  9” & 12”
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These colorful silicone spoon rests will brighten up any 
kitchen. With two 7.5" spoon rests and one 9" rest, this 
set covers a wide variaty of daily household uses. The 
durable silicone design can withstand hot utensils, yet 
remains non-abrasive on stove tops and kitchen 
counters. Keeps counter tops debris-free while being 
dishwasher safe and easy to wipe clean. A perfect 
versitile set for any kitchen.

SILICONE SPOON REST
SET OF 3, RED, GREEN & BLUE

This 2-in-1 fork and spoon set is constructed in durable 
stainless steel for long lasting use. Perfect for tossing 
salads, mixing vegetable and sauces, and even serving 
deserts and pastries. Beautiful unique design also allows 
it to nest comfortably for easy storage. Dishwasher safe 
and a great set to have in any kitchen.

2-IN-1
FORK SPOON UTENSIL

STAINLESS STEEL

Set of two copper plated stainless steel salt and pepper 
shakers. Perfect for evening parties and family 
gatherings, the elegant design enhances the dining 
experience and is guaranteed to attract everyone’s 
attention. Large capacities hold a great amount of salt 
and pepper. The perfect addition to your dining room 
today! - 4.5” x 2.25”

2 PC
SALT & PEPPER

SHAKER SET
COPPER PLATED

065

266

238

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.
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This set comes with a variety of convenient sizes to fit 
kitchen projects large or small. Blades are fabricated in 
durable stainless steel with easy grip handles.

KITCHEN SCISSORS SET
ALL-PURPOSE

A set of 6 piece silicone trivets for multi-use in the 
kitchen. Six separate trivets allow for arrangement to 
place any size cookware. The sturdy silicone elevates 
much higher than traditional silicone pads resulting in 
better airflow on the bottom of the pan. The trivets can 
also be used as holders for various table top items such 
as candles, eggs, and napkins. Your imagination is the 
limit!

CIRCLE SILICONE TRIVETS
6 PIECE SET

300

A set of 6 piece silicone trivets for multi-use in the 
kitchen. Six separate trivets allow for arrangement to 
place any size cookware. The sturdy silicone elevates 
much higher than traditional silicone pads resulting in 
better airflow on the bottom of the pan. The trivets can 
also be used as holders for various table top items such 
as candles, eggs, and napkins. Your imagination is the 
limit!

SQUARE SILICONE TRIVETS
6 PIECE SET

301

308 & 808

K I T C H E N  T O O L S

308 BLUE SET - 5.5”, 6.25”, 7.5", 8.5" & 9.5”
808 BLACK SET - 5.5”, 6.25”, 7.5", 8.5" & 9.5”

308 808

SET INCLUDES: 2.3" in diameter

SET INCLUDES: 2.3" x 2.3"
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If you'd love to whisk together a rich homemade cup of hot cocoa, make flu�y scrambled eggs, or whip up the perfect amount of dressing 
for a salad or two these whisks are exactly the right size to get the job done. Excellent at breaking apart protein powder or cake batter, these 
whisks are the best utensils for whisking or mixing together smaller ingredients in a jar or bowl. They are even flexible and can fit into smaller 
containers to make any tiny kitchen task a breeze.

MINI WHISKS
SET OF 4:  5” & 8”

STAINLESS STEEL
W/ BENDABLE HANDLE

The perfect tool for any patisserie or confectionery, these stainless steel whisks are a must-have. Designed with a teal silicone design 
for a unique look. Constructed with stainless steel to tackle tough mixtures and features a sturdy stainless steel grip for extra stability 
while mixing. Aerate creams, eggs, batters, and more! Built with a hanging loop for convenient kitchen storage.

TEAL
SILICONE WHISK

STAINLESS STEEL

068

039
& 040
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MINI WHISKS
SET OF 4:  5”

STAINLESS STEEL
W/ BENDABLE HANDLE

069

039 - 8” 
040 -  10”

EXCELSTEEL™
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A perfect addition to any kitchen collection, this beautiful tri-color whisk is constructed from durable stainless steel and covered in non-abrasive 

silicone. The comfortable wooden grip allows for e�ortless handling, and the bright tri-color design makes whisking tasks a pleasure. Stainless steel 

covered silicone ensures this whisk is strong enough to break apart large clumps while still protecting pans and bowls from scratches.

This 13" pushdown mixer is constructed of high quality stainless steel made to last. Features a long handle with a soft red thermal 
plastic rubber grip to ensure reliable use and e�ortless control. Uniquely designed to mix and whisk with an easy push down action.

TRI-COLOR
SILICONE WHISK
W/ WOODEN HANDLE

PUSH DOWN
MIXER
STAINLESS STEEL

240

041
& 042
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These professional heavy duty whisks are a must-have 
for any serious patisserie or confectionery. Constructed 
in heavy duty stainless steel to tackle the toughest 
mixtures. Features a TPR non-slip grip for the extra 
stability while mixing. Adds air to creams, eggs, and 
anything else you may need, and also features a 
hanging loop for your convenience.

HEAVY DUTY FRENCH WHISK
PROFESSIONAL STAINLESS STEEL

Add to your collection the perfect must-have companion for 

any patisserie or confectionery! This whisk is wonderfully 

designed with a tri-color silicone balloon shape body and rose 

gold handle. Built with durable stainless steel to tackle any 

mixing or whisking task. Create delicious and delectable 

kitchen creations reliably with a whisk that is built to last! The 

silicone covering is BPA-free to prevent contaminating foods 

with harmful chemicals. Replace your old whisk or give it as 

the perfect housewarming gift! Designed with a loop at the 

handle for convenient storage and is dishwasher friendly for 

easy cleanup.

SILICONE COVERED
BALLOON WHISK

TRI-COLOR W/ ROSE GOLD HANDLE

The perfect tool for any patisserie or confectionery, 
these French whisks are a must-have. Designed with a 
silicone balloon shape and a non-slip grip handle for a 
unique look. Constructed with stainless steel to tackle 
tough mixtures and features a non-slip grip for extra 
stability while mixing. Aerate creams, eggs, batters, and 
more! Built with a hanging loop for convenient kitchen 
storage.

11” SILICONE COVERED
FRENCH WHISK

 WITH NON-SLIP HANDLES

244 & 245

230 & 233

239 & 038

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

244 - 12”  /  245 -  14”

230 - 8”  /  233 -  10”

239 - Black  /  038 -  Teal
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Constructed with high quality stainless steel and a 
comfortable silicone grip. Each piece stays together on 
a ring to avoid the hassle of losing pieces. These 
measuring spoons nest together for convenient storage 
and are top rack dishwasher safe. 

MEASURING SPOONS
SET OF 4  W/ BLACK SILICONE HANDLES

A cooking piece bound to grab attention, this whisk has 
a tri-color balloon shape made of stainless steel. It is 
covered in non-abrasive, yet sturdy silicone so you can 
freely use on non-stick surfaces without scratching. 
Adds air to creams, eggs, and anything else you may 
need, and also features a hanging loop for your 
convenience.

TRI COLOR BALLOON
MIXING WHISKS
STAINLESS STEEL

234 & 235

This 4 piece set of stainless steel measuring spoons is 
perfect for long-lasting use. The spoons have indented 
measurements on the handle, so you'll know the exact 
amount needed for your recipes. Avoid the hassle of 
losing pieces by using the ring that easily organizes 
them all in one place. Features a beautiful polish to 
brighten up your kitchen.

4 PC MEASURING SPOONS
HEAVY DUTY STAINLESS STEEL

255

357/257 & 258

SET INCLUDES: 1/2 tsp / 1 tsp / 1/2 Tbsp / 1 Tbsp

SET INCLUDES: 1/4 Cup / 1/3 Cup / 1/2 Cup / 1 Cup

M I X  &  M E A S U R E

357 - Black  /  257 -  Teal  /  258 -  Grey

234 - 8”  /  235 -  10”
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This stainless steel food mill is perfect for preparing fresh 

purees, sauces, soups and more. It includes 3 stainless steel 

grinding discs for fine, medium, and coarse textures. Use the 

fine holes to puree sauces, the medium size to make apple 

sauce and minestrone soup, and finally the large size for 

making mashed potatoes and chunkier sauces. The food mill 

has an easy press and release to interchange the discs fast and 

e�ciently. Includes a comfort grip handle and assist handle for 

stability while mixing.

FOOD MILL
STAINLESS STEEL

W/ 3 GRINDING PLATES

Features a smooth high speed knob for turning to 
ensure complete water elimination and makes for quick 
and easy salad preps every day. The container can be 
used as a salad bowl and the interior basket can also be 
used as a colander for easy straining of your salad, fruits, 
or vegetables. The salad spinner also has a clip lock 
straining lid to tightly secure your salad in place as you 
use it.

SALAD SPINNER
4.5 QT

Features a smooth high speed knob for turning to 
ensure complete water elimination and makes for quick 
and easy salad prep every day. The container can be 
used as a salad bowl, and the interior basket can also be 
used as a colander for easy straining of your salads, 
fruits, or vegetables. The mini salad spinner also has 
small feet to keep it in place as you use it.

MINI SALAD SPINNER
1.4 QT

580

605

602

F O O D  P R E P A R AT I O N
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These mixing bowls are made from heavy-duty 
stainless steel with luxurious copper color exterior and 
convenient measurement markings along the side of 
each bowl. An excellent versatile addition to any 
kitchen. Each mixing bowl doubles as a storage 
container with the easy snap on lid. Save on storage 
space by nesting the bowls together before storing.

MIXING BOWL
W/ PLASTIC LIDS SET
COPPER TONE STAINLESS STEEL 

Reduce clutter around the kitchen with this 50-piece storage 

container set. A variety of sizes are included to help put 

anything away. Designed with snap on lids for easy opening 

and sealing, but will still keep foods fresh.  Everything can fit 

neatly in the large 3-gallon container when not in use. All 

pieces are microwave and top rack dishwasher safe.

50 PC STORAGE
CONTAINER SET
IN A TOTE

619

This lovely Lazy Susan is a 360-degree turntable made 
of beautiful eco-friendly bamboo. Perfect for 
organizing your kitchen, refrigerator, bathroom 
cabinets, or even a hobby and craft area. Fill it with 
spices, tea bags, condiments, candles and more! It can 
even be used as a beautiful decorative center piece for 
your table. Impress guests with an array of pastries, 
finger sandwiches, and tru�es for a lovely teatime 
afternoon.

LAZY SUSAN
ECO FRIENDLY BAMBOO PLATTER

650

951

SET INCLUDES: 1.5 QT / 3 QT / 5 QT

SET INCLUDES:
2 PC - 3 Gallons w/Lid  /  6 PC -  2.58 Cups w/Lids
6 PC -  3.38 Cups w/Lids  /  12 PC - .87 Cups w/ Lids
2 PC -  3.75 Cups w/Lid  /  4 PC -  2.52 Cups w/Lids
18 PC -  .98 Cups w/Lids
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Brighten up your bathroom decor with these beautiful glass eco-friendly soap bottles. Fill them with body wash, liquid soap, lotion, or 
dish soap for easy use and to reduce plastic bottles. These clear glass dispensers with silver chrome pumps are an elegant addition to 
any bathroom vanity or kitchen counter.

SOAP DISPENSER
16OZ GLASS+PP

CLEAR BOTTLE

Brighten up your bathroom decor with these beautiful glass eco-friendly soap bottles. Fill them with body wash, liquid soap, lotion, or 
dish soap for easy use and to reduce plastic bottles. These clear glass dispensers with silver chrome pumps are an elegant addition to 
any bathroom vanity or kitchen counter.

SOAP DISPENSER
16OZ GLASS+PP

GREY BOTTLE

878/880
882/884
886/888

879/881
883/885
887/889
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Avoid unnecessary sink clogs with this set of rust resistant stainless-steel mesh sink strainers. The fine mesh allows water to flow 
smoothly thru while keeping anything else from passing through. Clean up is easy, just remove the strainer from the sink and toss the 
debris out.

Keep your kitchen sink clear of clogs with this excellent 4.5” silicone basket strainer. Built with a perforated design that can e�ciently 
and e�ectively prevent blockage, trap debris, and allow water to flow smoothly. Made with a durable rim and an invertible-flexible 
silicone strainer for easy cleaning.

MESH
SINK STRAINER
SET OF 2
STAINLESS STEEL

KITCHEN SINK
BASKET STRAINER
4.5" SILICONE

098
099
085
063

064
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098

099

085

063



Keep your kitchen sink clear of clogs with this excellent 
4.5" stainless steel basket strainer. Built with high quality 
stainless steel, this strainer prevents blockage, traps 
debris, and allows water to flow smoothly. The mesh 
design is durable enough to endure regular wear and is 
easy to rinse clean.

KITCHEN SINK STRAINER
BLACK SILICONE RIM BASKET

Keep your kitchen sink clear of clogs with this excellent 
4.5" stainless steel basket strainer. Built with high quality 
stainless steel, this strainer prevents blockage, traps 
debris, and allows water to flow smoothly. The 
preforated design is durable enough to endure regular 
wear and is easy to rinse clean.

KITCHEN SINK
PERFORATED STRAINER

BLACK SILICONE RIM BASKET

Keep your kitchen sink clear of clogs with this excellent 
4.5" silicone basket strainer. Built with a perforated 
design that can e�ciently and e�ectively prevent 
blockage, trap debris, and allow water to flow smoothly. 
Made with a durable rim and an invertible-flexible 
silicone strainer for easy cleaning.

KITCHEN SINK STRAINER
SILICONE BASKET W/ COPPER

094

095

096/097
066/067
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This lovely 2-Tier Lazy Susan is a 360-degree turntable 
made of high-quality, fingerprint resistant brushed 
stainless steel. Perfect for organizing your kitchen, 
refrigerator, bathroom cabinets, or even a hobby and 
craft area. Fill it with spices, tea bags, condiments, 
candles and more! It can even be used as a beautiful 
decorative center piece for your table. Impress guests 
with an array of pastries, finger sandwiches, and tru�es 
for a lovely teatime afternoon.

2 TIER LAZY SUSAN
18/10 STAINLESS STEEL

This fridge and freezer bin is perfect for organizing all your 

items in the refrigerator. No more looking around for 

misplaced leftovers. In case of any spilling that occurs, just pull 

out the fridge bin and wipe out a single section. The clean up 

can be easily contained without the hassle of clearing out your 

entire fridge. Can be used in the refrigerator, freezer section, 

and even your pantries. If you like to stay organized and on top 

of things, this is the perfect item for you.

FRIDGE & FREEZER BIN
SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

660    662

This slim fridge and freezer bin is perfect for organizing 
all your items in the refrigerator. The slim size can fit 
between tight spaces and make extra room available for 
you in your fridge. Measures 14½” x 4¼” x 4” and can be 
used in the refrigerator, freezer section, and even your 
pantries. 

FRIDGE & FREEZER BIN
SLIM

663

581

O R G A N I Z A T I O N

660 - 12¼” x 6⅛” x 3½”  /  661 -  12¼” x 8½” x 3½”
662 -  14½" x 8¼" x 4"
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690 - (660) 2 Piece Set  /  691 - (661) 2 Piece Set
692 - (662) 2 Piece Set

660

661

662

693 - 2 Piece Set



This fridge soda can bin is perfect for organizing all your 
favorite drinks in the refrigerator. No more having your 
sodas rolling all over the place in the fridge. In case of 
any spilling that occurs, just pull out the fridge bin and 
wipe out a single section. The clean up can be easily 
contained without the hassle of clearing out your entire 
fridge. Measures 13½” x 5” x 4” and can be used in the 
refrigerator, freezer section, and even your pantries.

SODA CAN ORGANIZER
FOR REFRIDGERATION

Keep your refrigerator neatly organized with this BPA 
free durable plastic egg holder. Features a clear body 
and cover to keep eggs fresh and easily visible. 
Stackable design ensures you can maximize refrigerator 
space and can be carried easily with its built-in handles. 
Measures 14½” x 4¼” x 3” and stores up to 14 eggs. 
Hand wash recommended.

14 EGG REFRIGERATOR
STORAGE TRAY

This jumbo avocado keeper is made of high-quality 
BPA-free food grade plastic. It is durable and the perfect 
kitchen companion for keeping avocados fresh. This 
product is also beneficial for reducing waste from 
disposable plastic bags and does a better job at keeping 
avocados from browning. Never worry about letting 
your avocados go to waste again.

JUMBO AVOCADO KEEPER
PLASTIC LOCKING AIRTIGHT LID

664

667

631

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.
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This elegant stainless steel paper towel holder is perfect 
for keeping it simple in the dining room. Features a side 
rod to secure paper towels from unravelling. A modern 
design with durable long-lasting use.

STAINLESS STEEL
PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
W/ STAINLESS STEEL BASE

464/475
& 476

This elegant stainless steel paper towel holder is perfect 
for keeping it simple in the dining room. Features a side 
clasp to secure paper towels from unravelling and a 
beautiful bamboo base. A modern design with durable 
long-lasting use.

STAINLESS STEEL
PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
W/ BAMBOO BASE

465

O R G A N I Z A T I O N
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This elegant stainless steel paper towel holder is perfect 
for keeping it simple in the dining room. Includes a twist 
on cap so the paper towels can be securely fastened 
into the tower. Features a weighted clasp so that the 
paper towel does not accidentally unravel. A modern 
design with durable long-lasting use.

STAINLESS STEEL
PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
 W/ TWIST ON CAP & CLASP

466

475

476

464



A basket for everyday use, whether it’s for decoration or for organization. Suitable for fruit, toiletries, toys or even kitchen utensils. Built entirely 
from sturdy iron with an open easily viewable design. The wooden grip on each handle creates a beautiful contrast to the rest of the basket 
as well as adding comfort.

These beautiful fruit baskets are constructed from 
durable wood and an iron powdered coating. Liven up 
any room with these decorative additions to your 
household. Can be used to hold fruit on the dining 
room table or on counter-tops. Family and friends can 
easily enjoy a healthy snack from these beautiful 
decorations.

FRUIT BASKET
WROUGHT IRON POWDERED COATING

W/ WOODEN HANDLE

430 &431

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

467    472THROUGH WIRE BASKETS
WROUGHT IRON

430 - White  /  431 -  Black

Keep your butter fresh and delicious in this stainless 
steel butter dish. Features a plastic cover with chrome 
knob. Brings a classic style to any meal and holds one 
stick of butter. Measures 4.75” x 7.38”.

BUTTER DISH
STAINLESS STEEL

299

468469 470 471 472 467
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Keep your food fresher for longer with this colorful 
magnetic 7 piece clip set. Perfect for chips, salad bags, 
candies, or for hanging grocery lists and recipes on the 
fridge. Constructed with a durable plastic and fun 
colors that the whole family can enjoy. This set can 
even go beyond the kitchen and be used around the 
home or o�ce. Both versatile and easy to use.

MAGNET BAG CLIPS
 7 PC WIDE TRANSPARENT RAINBOW

Keep your food fresher for longer with this colorful 
magnetic 7 piece clip set. Perfect for chips, salad bags, 
candies, or for hanging grocery lists and recipes on the 
fridge. Constructed with a durable plastic and fun 
colors that the whole family can enjoy. This set can 
even go beyond the kitchen and be used around the 
home or o�ce. Both versatile and easy to use.

MAGNET BAG CLIPS
7 PC SLIM TRANSPARENT
RAINBOW

Keep your food fresher for longer with this colorful 
magnetic 7 piece clip set. Perfect for chips, salad bags, 
candies, or for hanging grocery lists and recipes on the 
fridge. Constructed with a durable plastic and fun 
colors that the whole family can enjoy. This set can 
even go beyond the kitchen and be used around the 
home or o�ce. Both versatile and easy to use.

MAGNET BAG CLIPS
6 PC WIDE FRUIT DESIGN

633

634

632
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This four piece set of silicone spatulas comes in a variety 
of vibrant colors. Durable wood with non-abrasive 
silicone covered head, prevents scratches on metal and 
non-stick surfaces. It is the perfect kitchen tool for 
mixing your various ingredients such as batter and eggs. 
Features flexible edges and corners for thorough mixing. 
Easy to use, clean, and easy to store.

SILICONE SPATULAS
 4 PC MULTICOLOR

This three piece set of silicone spoonulas comes in a 
variety of vibrant colors. Durable wood with 
non-abrasive silicone covered head prevents scratches 
on metal and non-stick surfaces. It is the perfect 
kitchen tool for mixing your various ingredients such as 
batter and eggs. Features flexible edges and concave 
face for thorough mixing and scooping. Simple to use, 
clean, and easy to store.

MIXING SILICONE SPATULAS
 3 PC MULTICOLOR

This multi-purpose silicone kitchen utensil set is perfect for all 

your baking needs. The set includes a 9-3/4" spoonula, 9-3/4” 

spatula, 8-3/4” basting brush, and 10” whisk. With these tools 

you can perform a variety of tasks. Use the silicone whisk to 

mix your batter evenly and thoroughly. The spoonula comes 

with a concave face for easy scooping. Flexible edges and 

corners on the spatula make scraping leftover batter simple 

and easy. Basting brush is used for dabbing the finishing 

touches on your masterpieces. Features non-abrasive silicone 

heads so you don’t have to worry about scratching any 

surfaces.

BAKING SET W/ MULTICOLOR
SPATULA & WHISK

4 PC SILICONE

F17 & F20

F18 & F21

F13/F19 & F23

F17 -  Xmas  /  F20 - Multicolor

F18 -  Xmas  /  F21 - Multicolor

F13 -  Xmas / F19 -  Blue Tricolor / F23 - Multicolor

SET INCLUDES:
Spoonula  /  Spatula Basting Brush  / Whisk  / Spatula

65
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C O O K S  O N  F I R E

The perfect tool for any patisserie or confectionery, these stainless-steel whisks are a must-have. Designed with a silicone coating for 
a unique look. Constructed with stainless steel to tackle tough mixtures and features a sturdy stainless-steel grip for extra stability 
while mixing. Aerate creams, eggs, batters, and more! Built with a hanging loop for convenient kitchen storage.

This measuring tool set will be the only one you need. The variety in sizes will help with any recipe you're cooking up. It includes a 
keyring to keep all the pieces together. You'll never lose one. The nylon heads add a bit of color and personality while the sturdy 
stainless steel handles handles o�er support. The measurements are etched into each individual handle. Top Dishwasher safe.
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F35F36

F34

F37F38

F34
F38

THROUGH

SILICONE WHISK
8” STAINLESS STEEL

F14
F24
F25
MEASURING
CUPS
8 PC NYLON
& SS HANDLES

SET INCLUDES:
1 Cup, 1/2 Cup, 1/3 Cup,
1/4 Cup, 1 Tbsp, 1/2 Tbsp,
1 tsp, 1/2 tsp

F14 -  Teal  /  F24 -  Blue
F25 - Black



This 7 piece utensil set is constructed in high quality durable bamboo for long lasting use. Non-abrasive surface is perfect for cooking 
on non-stick pots and pans. Made with eco-friendly bamboo to better the environment. This bundle features extra pieces for the 
ultimate value. Hand wash recommended, dry thoroughly after washing.

Set of three stainless steel splatter screens fits all sizes of cookware. Prevents oils and sauces from splashing, so there will be no more 
messes in your kitchen. Stainless steel mesh design for keeping an eye on your food. Features stay cool handle with hanging loop for 
convenient storage, and includes 10”, 11.5”, and 13” size splatter screens. Easy to use, clean, and dishwasher safe.

BAMBOO
UTENSIL SET

7 PC ECO-FRIENDLY

SPLATTER
SCREEN

SET W/ HANDLE
3 PC MULTISIZE

STAINLESS STEEL 

F42

F30
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Established in 2005, Cook Pro Inc. began to meet the needs of our customers by importing quality kitchenware  & 
cookware. Within only a few years, Cook Pro Inc. has grown from a hard thought concept into a wonderful reality 
that now supplies a collective group of customers around the world with a variety of kitchenware products.

Our products are manufactured under trademark ExcelSteel and Cook Pro. They are imported from China, Europe, 
and India, using selected factories that have over 50 years of experience in manufacturing and production. You can 
be certain that you will be getting superior quality merchandise supplies from Cook Pro Inc.

We strongly believe that you will enjoy the same success stories as our current customers. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us if you have any questions regarding our products or services. Let us help you grow your business the 
Cook Pro way.

EXCELSTEEL™

By Cook Pro, Inc.

2021 © COOK PRO INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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